
Not Very Funny….
Said Short Round to Willie Scott after he nearly fell through
the hole of a rickety bridge crossing a wide chasm where
hungry crocodiles awaited a tasty morsel. (Indiana Jones and
the Temple of Doom)

As my Liswathistani friend so eloquently pointed out, several
people at the wedding reception on Saturday did come down with
a case of the dreaded scoots. We have come to the conclusion
that it stemmed from some bad creamed chicken sandwiches which
are usually very good. Apparently, the canned chicken (which
was purchased a week ago) was bad.

All day long, we laughed and joked about the situation. It was
definitely a reception no one will forget. Tonight around 10
o’ clock, it became not so funny. Apparently, two of the
groom’s relatives are in the hospital with food poisoning. One
of them is hooked to an IV.

The  bride  called  the  store  this  afternoon  to  explain  the
situation and ask about the return policy. I imagine tomorrow
she will be inquiring about the liability policy. They will be
getting a copy of the bills. Thank heaven all I have done is
take some anti-diarrhea medication which seems to be doing the
trick. Ironic how something that seems funny one moment can be
so serious soon after.

MORAT RETURNS
HELLO EVERY PEOPLE! Morat Notboratnichkov a return to OHHO on
his a way west to continue covering for de news election of
new owner America country. I a visit the strange person once
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again a working at the Super Kaiser Market or something like
that. When I a enter the store in Edgertown, OHHO a woman say
to me: “You are Morat!!!!”

“WOOLY SHEEP! YES, I A MORAT. You a know Morat?”

“Yes, I took my children to see your show. You made me laugh.”

“So… you have little people so a you must be married woman?”

“No, I am not married.”

“OH, then it would not a be possible for a you to go on de
Wife  Swap  trading  on  tv  box.  So  sorry.  Thank  you  for  a
shopping at Super Kaiser Market.”

Very  strange  person  he  a  tell  me  he  sing  in  wedding  on
Fiffelday.  He  a  tell  me  that  many  people  had  de  running
problem to de bathroom today. He a say some sandwich chicken
was a bad. Every people they a call his house and ask if
everyone was ok. Very strange person he say he still has
running to bathroom problem and had to go many times at the
work. Morat say that is a very funny � Strange man person did
a not look amused.

OK every people, I a must go to sleep so I a can continue
covering  for  news  election  of  new  owner.  Morat  say  “NO
WOMANS.” And what is name of Obabadaba… I a no like so much.

The Best Man For The Job
When  choosing  a  best  man  for  a  wedding,  a  future  groom
generally would believe that the person asked to stand with
him on his wedding day would actually show up.  Tuesday night,
my cousin’s fiance found out that his best man had to work
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Saturday, the day of the wedding.  DUHHHHHHH!!! How long in
advance was the ceremony scheduled?  I knew last May on which
date the ceremony was going to be.  One has to wonder where
this “best man’s” priorities lied.

Never fear, there were back ups in place.  Hopefully, one who
fit  the  tux.   One  was  the  groom’s  brother  Eric  who  was
arriving  from  Pennsylvania  with  his  boyfriend,  Jamie  on
Tuesday.  Eric was already serving as an usher.

The other was a former schoolmate and friend of the groom.  In
the end, the schoolmate was chosen.

So when choosing your best man, maid (matron) of honor, be
sure that they will actually be able to schedule your ceremony
around their busy life.

Get Me To The Church On Time
No… not for my own wedding. My cousin and her boyfriend were
married today and my brother and I were the vocalists. Last
night,  he  went  to  a  karaoke  bar  and  went  home  with  no
voice….GREAT!!! Thankfully, he was better today and at least
made it through his song and the two songs we sang as duets.
For some unknown reason, I seem to get nervous singing at
functions like weddings and I do not know why. I stand in the
choir loft high above the congregation whose backs are to me.
So it is not as if I could be seen. Maybe that is it. I need
to be seen. However, I am sure it sounded fine (no one ran
from the building covering their ears).

Moments of the ceremony were hilarious. My 3 year old nephew
served as ring bearer and the groom’s young niece was the
flower girl. When the time came for the pair to process down
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the aisle, they were nowhere to be seen and the organist was
getting near the end of the piece. All of a sudden like a
shot, two little people come running down the aisle arm in
arm. Honestly, the other attendants could have learned a thing
or two about how to walk down the aisle.

During the ceremony, the little ones were all over the place.
Noah kept dropping the pillow he carried up… luckily the rings
were not on it. Then, they were constantly wandering around
smelling flowers having a fun time. I think the priest was
just as amused.

More  hilarity  continued  at  the  reception  during  the  cake
cutting  ceremony.  Rich  smeared  a  whole  slice  all  over
Charnel’s face (WTG…. welcome to the family). All Charnel
managed was a little dab of frosting on Rich’s nose, forehead,
and chin. Probably because she could not see him to get him
any better.

So, anyway, another relation sent on her way to married life.
I am starting to feel the pressure here.

UPDATE: To read more about the pre-wedding adventures follow
the link here 

Whoopee for Whoopi
It is so funny how a simple fun evening with a group of
friends can inspire thoughts to re-emerge in your head. I have
gotten almost totally out of touch with Star Trek. Tonight, I
was  reminded  that  Academy  Award  winning  actress  Whoopi
Goldberg was indeed a member of the cast of Star Trek: The
Next  Generation  beginning  in  the  series’  second  season.
Although  she  did  not  receive  a  screen  credit,  she  also
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appeared  in  the  movies  Generations,  First  Contact,  and
Nemesis.  Whoopi  played  the  enigmatic  hostess  of  the
Enterprise’s lounge Ten Forward. Perhaps more than any other
person to have a role on the phenomenon, her history goes back
to the original series.

In 1967 following the premiere season of Star Trek, Nichelle
Nichols opted not to return to the show. Her character of
communications officer Lt. Uhura was not being developed to
its full potential. Upon learning of her departure, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. approached Nichelle and told her that she must
not leave the show. The role of Uhura was not only one of the
rare good female characters on television but also one of the
first important roles for a woman of color. During the shows
three year run, Nichelle had the distinction of sharing the
first interacial kiss on television. This was shared with
William Shatner in the episode “Plato’s Stepchildren.”

Twenty  years  later,  Whoopi  approached  Trek  creator  Gene
Roddenberry about being on the new television series. She
cited the incident between Ms. Nichols and Dr. King as the
inspiration behind her fascination with the franchise.

The character of Guinan has always been clouded in mystery.
Like  any  good  bartender,  she  is  a  good  listener.  She  is
extremely long-lived and very little is known about her alien
race, the El Aurian. However, Guinan does share some history
with Captain Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart) that has never
been fully explained. Not even during the two-part episode in
which members of the Enterprise crew travel back in time to
the 19th century where they meet Mark Twain.
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CHEAP (yet ingenious) RATINGS
PLOY

SPOILERS AHEAD:

IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN THE 3-27 EPISODE OF ARE YOU SMARTER THAN
A 5TH GRADER (AND CARE TO) SKIP THIS POST)

Last thursday night on the coming attraction for tonight’s
“Are You Smarter than a 5th Grader”, it was announced that
someone gets to the million dollar question and answers it. I
was totally flabergasted that they would actually announce
that someone would finally win the top prize more than a year
after the show first aired. Then I remembered watching “Live
with Regis and Kelly” (or was it Kathie Lee at the time…. who
cares). On one particular morning, Regis announced that on
that very night someone would win a million on “Who Wants to
be a Millionaire.” At the time, it seemed exciting and of
course  I  watched.  I  even  remember  the  question  (Which
president made an appearance on the television series “Laugh
In?”). Over the past few years, it seems like a cheap way to
increase ratings.

It seemed like deja-vu while watching 5th Grader until the
contestant who graduated from UCLA and has an MBA from USC got
to the second question:

“What is the subject of the following sentence? Sierra baked a
cake for Olivia.” He even got the three choices:

A: pronoun; B: proper noun; C: common noun

Unfortunately, this smart (?) guy thought the subject of the
sentence was “cake” so he chose answer C. Sorry to say, the
fifth grade student who could have saved him also chose the
wrong answer. So the bright guy who knew he would be the first
million dollar winner on the show flunked out on the second
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question and went home with nothing.

AH, but wait….. since the man was sooooo sure that he would
not only get to the top question but answer it correctly, Jeff
showed the question and it was answered correctly.

I guess the advertisement did not say that the million dollars
was  actually  won  only  that  the  question  was  asked  and
answered. CHEAP RATINGS PLOY. If it were five days from now,
some would have shouted “APRIL FOOLS!!!“

Another Office Party
This evening, I watched the final three episodes of the
premiere season of The Clinic (ooopssss…. The Office). I am
now absolutely hooked and need to seek out the second and
third seasons before April 10 (although I am sure that I will
not be able to watch them all.. unless I have an Office party
:0). The first segment found Jim jokingly forming an
“Alliance” with Dwight in order to investigate the downsizing
rumor surrounding the Scranton, PA branch of Dunder-Mifflin.
Dwight ends up being taped inside a shipping box to spy on
other employees. Hilarious!!!!

The second episode found Michael and the staff taking on the
warehouse workers in a “friendly?” game of basketball. Each
side places a small bet on the outcome. Michael chooses the
players that he thinks will defeat the other team in typical
stereotypical fashion and hilarity ensues.

In  the  final  episode  of  season  one,  an  attractive  new
saleswoman  (Amy  Adams)  enters  the  office  to  sell  purses.
Michael, Dwight (something strange about that one), and Jim
each  try  to  win  her  affections.  Pam’s  fiance  Roy  (David
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Denman) also makes it known that he finds the new arrival very
fetching.

After the final segment, I found myself wanting more. I was
hoping to hear that Pam finally dumped her jerk of a fiance
(after  a  three  year  engagement)  and  moved  on  to  Jim.  Of
course,  just  watching  the  first  season  it  seemed  like  a
forgone conclusion. Who would be the victim(s) of downsizing?
A few of these questions were answered by those who know, but
I do want to catch up eventually.

I just cannot believe that I have not discovered this
hilarious comedy full of great characters, a fantastic
ensemble, and brilliant creative staff before now. I also like
the references to other series some of which are not part of
NBC’s lineup of shows (Survivor to name one).

Please forgive my allusion to The Clinic at the beginning of
the post. A wonderful one-act play which I was part of in
January 2007).

What A Feelin’ :)
This afternoon I got to sit with some friends at our local
Business and Industry show in order to promote our theatre.
When we had passers-by inquiring about upcoming shows, it was
kind of fun. Even when we had no one to inform, it was
enjoyable to sit, chat, and people watch.

There were several people who asked me, personally, what my
next role would be. That is really great!. I just finished
doing the dinner theatre and am always eager to do the next
show. But to have people actually come up to you, tell you
that they enjoy your performances, and actually ask what is on
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the horizon…. just indescribable. Even people I do not know
approached me about it. It is just soooo cool!!!!! Then there
were a few who found it strange that I would be involved in a
theatre group. Apparently, they do not know me very well, do
they.  Just  trying  to  describe  how  much  joy  I  get  being
involved in any way large or small is phenomenal.

What is on the horizon for me? Wellll…. I just found out that
there are several male roles in Little Women. I read the novel
years ago but did not remember too many male characters, but I
will be sure to research the musical before auditions. This
summer a local group is also staging The Music Man. I found
this very strange because the classic musical has been done so
much that it seems stale. I also love the play The Nerd which
I know I will be trying out for. So there are at least three
productions that I have a great interest in.

Just knowing that there are people who see and remember shows
you are involved in creates such a fantastic feeling.

A  Stick  Figure  Role-Playing
Game.
It took me 8 minutes to win this game.  It will probably take
you much longer.

[swf]https://www.gigarcade.com/swf/20136.swf[/swf]
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New Must See TV
Now…. I have another show to look forward to on Thursday
nights (one of the few evenings on which I actually find
enjoyable shows). The Office is a hilarious mockumentary based
upon a British series. It concerns the everyday workings of
the  Dunder-Mifflin  Paper  company.  The  ensemble  cast  is
awesome.  Steve  Carell  plays  the  regional  manager,  Michael
Scott. Rainn Wilson plays Dwight, assistant to the regional
manager, . John Krasinski portrays salesman Jim. Jenna Fischer
is seen as long suffering receptionist Pam Beasley. Finally,
B.J. Novak plays Ryan the temp.

I was lucky enough to become acquainted with the show the
other night and tried hard to hold my laughter in as some
children were trying to go to sleep so the Easter Bunny would
come, but at times it was nearly impossible. I saw the first
three  episodes  of  the  series  in  which  the  characters  are
introduced.

All three episodes were hilarious, but I would have to say
that  I  enjoyed  the  health-care  segment  most.  Michael  is
ordered to choose a new health care package for his staff
which  will  dramatically  cut  the  one  already  in  place.  He
decides  to  delegate  the  responsibility  to  his  assistant.
Dwight chooses a plan that is so bad that Michael hides in his
office to escape the employee’s anger. Michael also attempts
to ease the tension by promising a surprise which turns out to
be ice cream sandwiches.

Also memorable was a faux-Punked scene in which Pam believes
that she has become the victim of downsizing. I also loved the
diversity-integration meeting. So much great stuff in only 3
episodes. Unfortunately, it was getting too late before I was
able to see all 6 episodes of season 1. Steve Carell is
phenomenal as the jerky but hilarious leader of this fine
ensemble. New episodes begin April 10 on NBC. Is Thursday
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night still known as “Must See TV on NBC?


